
WE UNITE PASSION WITH PURPOSE.
DJHP is a business coaching consultancy, recognized for its organic integration of career, 
life, and business development coaching. We magnify professional purpose and align it 
with personal values to instill the self-confidence necessary to fully live your life’s work. 

 CLIENTS

Our clients represent a 
wide array of professionals 
companies across industries 
like banking, advertising, 
consumer packaged goods, 
entertainment, publishing, 
retail, technology, health, and 
transportation. We’ve either 
consulted directly or coached 
people within the following 
companies:

Adobe
American Express
Blue Dot
Cargill
Dept. 56
Fallon Worldwide
General Mills
GMAC
Guthrie Theater
Hertz
IBM
IDS
Natural Resource Group
Northwestern Airlines
Oakland Children’s Hospital
Pillsbury
Ryan Companies
3M
United Health Group
US Bank
Viracon

DJHPartners, Inc.
5775 Wayzata Blvd.
Suite 700
Mpls, MN 55416
952 922 9430
info@drjanhoistad.com

INTENT + INSIGHT

Our Vision: We believe mature, fully self-expressive people, surrounded by 
relationships and partnerships that support prosperity and fulfillment on all levels, 
can make the greatest and most generous contributions to the world. This 
happens at the intersection of consciousness, creativity, and connections.     

What We Do: We partner with CEOs, executives, business owners, 
entrepreneurs, partners, and other professionals to draw out intent and purpose, 
break down vision into action, and provide insights to influence the future of any 
business.  

How We Do It: Starting with the individual, DJHP’s approach draws out the clarity 
of purpose to develop self-expressive strategies that can exact deliberate, produc-
tive, and lasting changes to work-life. We then connect talents with values, skills with 
interests, and discover gaps in capabilities to allow the individual to creatively live his 
or her core purpose and vision, co-create with others, and bring visions to the world.

Why We Do It: Purpose is the natural driver of life. That’s the long and short of it.

CLARITY + CONFIDENCE    

Our Expertise 

With over 30 years of experience working with executives, partners, teams, 
startups, and more established companies, we can confidently say we know what 
motivates people to become high-performing leaders. We know what can get in 
the way—and we know what it takes to overcome it. It’s all in the approach. 

PURPOSE + PROGRESS    

Recent Projects 

Here at DJHP, reciprocal, robust relationships are what make us 
thrive. Conversation is our passion. In addition, we value the energy of youth, the 
wisdom of age and the bonds of partnerships. This perspective enriches our lives 
and, together with our partners, we contribute to the world. The table is our tool. 
We value the connection and creativity that happens there. 
 
Success at Every Stage. Success at Every Stage is a venture, based on our 
research, focusing on the needs of each age group and seeking ways to facilitate 
conversations between the generations. Employers and employees, Boomers and 
Millennials, and even parents and their kids have benefited from this branch of our 
work at DJHP
 
Partnering for Prosperity. Partnering for Prosperity is a passion at DJHP. We 
have an affinity for food, farmers, and foodies—especially the organic variety. It’s 
our belief that food connects and unites conversations. Our tool is the table, and 
we’re always looking for new and innovative ways to work within the food-to-ta-
ble industry. No kidding, straight from the horse’s mouth, interviewing farm and 
restaurant couples and business partners about their passion, challenges and 
solutions, magnifies their work and ours.
 
Food Nooz Blog. One of our newest projects, and one of the most exciting, 
Food Nooz Blog is intended to feed the conversations already going on offline and 
put them directly online to share.
 


